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 Do you remember back to election of officers?
     Do these statements sound familiar?
a.	Let’s keep the same positions as last year. T___F___
b.	No one will step up and take the office. T___F____
c.	The officers have held the same position for years. T__F___
d.	The attendance at your meeting is deceiving  T__F____
If you answer true to anyone of these you need to start thinking outside the box.
Now think about your members and answer these questions.
a.	The members are tired and not interested in doing anything. T___F____
b.	The members refused to take any positions. T____F____
c.	The members are not happy and always complaining. T___F____
d.	Have lost interested in our cause. T___F____
If you answer true to any of the above you need seriously need to look into .mentoring for leadership, to find out why,  the reasons, and what is needed to changed it.
MENTORING FOR LEADERSHIP IS AN INPORTANT TOOL
Have a meeting to find the resources that are available and will help the auxiliary re- energized the members.
a.	Find out the likes and dislikes
b.	The talents and what they are good at.
c.	Who is a good mentor: calm and knowledgeable
d.	Why they are a member and who they joined under
Now armed with this information, have a meeting with the jobs and officers and chairmanships and what involved in each one. 
Now team each member with a another member to learn the office or chairmanship so they are not alone and then you end up with two people knowledgeable in that offices
Now make a plan to work on something that is fun, helpful to our veterans and their family
NOW YOU ARE A CARING TEAM WITH A PURPOSE AND A GOAL. YOU JUST STARTED YOUR JOURNEY TO LEADERSHIP.





